Text description of video

**Screen message:** Let’s search for information from the FASB Codification on the topic of inventory.

*[Screen opens on the Bruno Library homepage.]*

**Screen message:** On the Bruno Library home page, select Databases.

*[Screen scrolls down and Databases link is highlighted. Cursor selects Databases. Screen changes to Databases page.]*

**Screen message:** Go into the databases list at the letter “A.”

*[Cursor selects A from alphabetical list at the top of the page. Screen changes to list of Databases beginning with the letter ‘A.’]*

**Screen message:** Select Accounting Research Manager.

*[Arrow points to Accounting Research Manager link. Cursor selects Accounting Research Manager. Screen changes to Accounting Research Manager website.]*

**Screen message:** In the left column, choose Topics, then Accounting.

*[Cursor hovers over Topics on the menu bar on the left side of the screen. A list of topics appears. The cursor selects Accounting from the list. Screen changes to Topics - Accounting tab.]*

**Screen message:** Scroll down to your selected topic, or type the first few letters in the lookup box to jump to that part of the list.

*[Topic Lookup search box is circled. Cursor selects search box and “inv” is typed into the box. Enter key is pressed and screen changes to results of search.]*

**Screen message:** Choose the accounting standard for your topic.

*[Cursor selects ARM, AS, 330 Inventory from the list. Screen changes to page with information about Inventory. The page has an orange background.]*

**Screen message:** Remember, the material with an orange background is explanation provided by the editors at CCH.
Screen message: Choose the subtopic you wish to explore. We’ll select “Cost” and U.S. GAAP.

Cursor selects link in the U.S. column beside Cost. Screen changes to page with information about Cost (U.S. GAAP). The page has an orange background. Screen scrolls down to FASB Accounting Standards Codification section.

Screen message: Now we are provided with a list of the sections from the codification on our topic. We’ll select “Initial Measurement.”

Cursor selects Initial Measurement link. Screen changes to page with information about Initial Measurement. The page has a white background.

Screen message: Now we are looking at the actual Codification. (Notice the white background!)

Screen scrolls down to show more information.

Screen message: You can use the tabs at the top of the window to go back and make other selections.

Arrow points to tabs at the top of the window.

Screen message: Use the print icon to print the text.

Print icon at top of the page is circled.

Screen message: Any questions? Please call on any of the business librarians for assistance.

Angelo Bruno Business Library

Ask a Librarian at
http://www.lib.ua.edu/bruno